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Who is Hares Youssef?

Hares Youssef was born in Latakia, Syria in 1964. He is the

founder of the GAIIA Project, which has resulted from the

accumulation of his personal experiences and the belief we

are building a digital future. As an author, he released the

Kindle version of his book “GAIIA” on September 10, 2021.

Hares believes that each of us is born with unique talents

and gifts, but everything interferes with our lives – includ-

ing politics, economics, religion, education, and more. The

result was “GAIIA,” a philosophical and futurological novel

that tells the story of alternative models for developing our

planet.



“We are building a digital future. Everything we devise and invent, we conceive as a 

technology that can be implemented in the near future. In a sense, we are laying a 

new channel for progress, for those changes that the digital revolution brings to our

world literally in front of our eyes. These changes are radical and irreversible, and we 

can’t afford to miss a single day.”

–Hares Youssef
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With a wide range of interdisciplinary knowledge, Hares

Youssef presents his philosophical, scientific, and econom-

ic ideas in the form of a fascinating science fiction novel.

The reader will go on a mind-bending journey where they 

will meet Nikola Tesla, Joseph Stalin, and the prominent 

figures who make history today.

A Synopsis



In this engrossing adventure, the reader will recognize the

fact that Earth has a twin planet and that all things in the

universe exist in pairs. They will learn about the role of 

language in the process of human self-knowledge, the

three stages of the development of civilization, how archi-

tecture becomes philosophy, and finally the lunar genera-

tion and the mysterious Paideums which may come in 

nightdreams to the sage Plato.

GAIIA predicts the behavior of a world ready for 
radical change. Predicting means revealing as-
pects of reality that tomorrow will mark the cor-
nerstone of historical events.



GAIIA is a visionary and inspirational science fiction novel 

with a mind-bending storyline that is perfect for readers 

who are willing to look ahead, challenge their imbued

vision of the world system, and be a catalyst for change

Order your copy now and get ready to embark
on a fascinating and life-changing journey.



Time to Open Up Your Mind 

(Reviewed November 11, 2021)

“Laden with thought-provoking and mind-boggling ideas, this book presents a new

reality which, although open right in our eyes, we need to open our creativity and intel-

lectual freedom to grasp it. Initially, I was unsure of what to expect from the book, but 

by the time I read the last word, I felt that my life has been transformed unequivocally 

in a manner that I cannot possibly articulate verbally. If you are craving to understand

yourself better, and have a more explorative view of our society and human life, this 

book is a MUST READ. With its unique element of explaining its ideas through science 

fiction format, it ensures you never get bored and allows you to be actively engaged 

to the end.”

–Infinity



Transformative (Reviewed November 13, 2021)

“Gaiia is one of the most transformative books that I have come across, not just this 

year but in my entire life. The book provides transitional tips and guides that go a long 

way in impacting how you think about life and how you can enjoy your intellectual

free- dom. The author is an expert in the human life sphere and this enables him to

express tips that aim to change our ways of life by enhancing the global system of 

values and creating within us the urge to embrace a creative thinking process.”

–TrizahKelvin



Amazing Author (Reviewed November 12, 2021)

“In this book, the author expresses action-based thoughts that people can utilize to 

test their cognitive flexibility. Armed with practical tips and transformational 

potential, the book helps you to embrace creative thinking by going beyond logical 

constraints. The book impacted me positively and I am already planning on how to

start exercis- ing the tips I learned. I will be looking forward to reading more books by

this amazing author.”

-KattieMayson



Dear [Name],

If you have not heard of Hares Youssef’s new book, “GAIIA,” you are in for a treat. Have you ever felt like it was

time for a change or transformational approach to reform all areas of human life? In “GAIIA,” you will experi-

ence a visionary and inspirational science fiction novel with a mind-bending storyline.

GAIIA was released on September 10, 2021, and currently has a five-star rating on Amazon and is classified in

the Ethics & Morality, Philosophy of Ethics & Morality, and Science Fiction genres for Kindle. We hope that you

will take a little time out of your busy schedule to read and review this new piece of work from Hares Youssef.

If you could please supply your feedback on the new book, we would greatly appreciate hearing what you have

to say. Please feel free to share GAIIA with your readers, subscribers, and anyone else you feel compelled to 

share it with.

Thank you for your time, 

[Point of Contact]

Blogger/Review Request



The Gaiia Foundation researches humanity's ability to de-

velop harmoniously and create an information infrastruc-

ture for the economy and communications of the future.

Current and Upcoming Projects

foundation



movements economic

In Progress:
This initiative names our planet and recog-

nizes it as a living being with legal status 

and the right to vote in the UN, on an 

equal footing with any state. Furthermore, 

we propose to give the planet a single 

name that sounds the same in all languag-

es, for example, Gaiia. This initiative

includes the right to clean air in the Univer-

sal Declaration of Human Rights as Right 

No. 1 (Goal 18 of the adopted UN Sustain-

able Development Goals).

In Progress:
A project to transform the economy and

create an ecological and economic 

system based on an understanding of the

energy value of life. HERMES - Human 

Energy Resources Machinery Ecosystem

- is a system that balances the flow of 

resources in the economy; its 'digital

brain.'



child care traffic

Not Started:
Paideums are a system of children's para-

dise where children have the opportunity 

to reveal their inner potential.

Not Started:
The Gaiia Traffic system is a navigation 

system that requires all car drivers to pro-

vide complete information about the

route of their journey so that the internal 

algorithms of the system can prevent 

traffic jams and road accidents.



movie education

In Process:
A film adaptation of the Gaiia book, video,

etc.

In Process:
Books, the Gaiia Magazine, educational

projects, research, the Gaiia Animation 

Centre



think fabric system

Not Started:
An analytical centre that will include lead-

ing economists, thinkers, scientists, etc., 

whose task will be to solve the global

problems facing humanity.

Not Started:
A system of social communication that

forms the basis of the idea of the total

digitalisation of society. The aim of the

system is to generate a political elite.



communication neighbours

Not Started:
A communication platform that gener-

ates capital from data; the world's first

social network where any action carried

out in conditions of absolute transparen-

cy will become an economic transaction.

Not Started:
A new app and social platform that will 

bring people together in their homes – on 

different levels: entrance area, house, 

yard, block, microdistrict.



home

Not Started:
The Creative Space for artists, musicians, sculptors, photographers, architects, 

theater and film directors, etc., where cultural and educational events are held: 

concerts, exhibitions, training, master classes, lectures, discussions, creative

meetings for the exchange of experience and ideas.



GAIIA by Hares Youssef 
is now available
on Amazon Kindle

Follow the link


